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It is believed that water anomalies are related to the hydrogen bonds between water molecules, but the
relationship still remains a challenge. Here, by introducing two types of hydrogen bond—strong and weak, we
successfully reproduce many liquid water anomalies, particularly the thermodynamic anomalies at supercooled
temperature. We find that the exchange of strong and weak H bonds, which enhance the competition between
the open and collapsed structures of liquid water, might be the key to those anomalies of supercooled liquid
water. Our study is helpful in understanding the hydrogen bond structure in liquid water.
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Liquid water exhibits anomalous behaviors such as large
heat capacity throughout the liquid range, expansion on
freezing, and isothermal compressibility with a minimum. In
recent years, the anomalies of water at low temperatures,
such as dramatic increases of heat capacity, isothermal com-
pressibility, and negative thermal expansivity as water is su-
percooled, have attracted special attention �1,2�. In experi-
ments, the existence of the so-called no man’s land
�untouched by direct experiments� complicates investigations
and leads to much controversy �1�. Theoretical models in-
clude simplified analytical models �3�, lattice models �4�,
two-state models �5�, field theoretical models �6�, and mod-
els involving the competition of density and bond ordering
�7�.

Despite these efforts, the explanation of these anomalies
of supercooled water, particularly their relationship with the
behavior of hydrogen bonds, remains a challenge. Tradition-
ally, in liquid water, each water molecule is thought to be H
bonded to approximately four other water molecules in a
tetrahedral arrangement �1�. In 2004, based on x-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy, a “rings and chains” alternative model of
liquid water was proposed �8�. In this model, at room tem-
perature, 80% of the molecules of liquid water have one
strong H-bonded O-H group and one non-, or only weakly,
bonded O-H group at any instant, with the remaining 20% of
the molecules being made up of H-bonded tetrahedrally co-

ordinated molecules. This model was questioned in other ex-
periments �9� and theoretical analyses �10�, and so there have
been hot debates �9–11�.

In this study, we will focus on the hydrogen bonds and
their significance for the anomalies of liquid water at low
temperatures by introducing two types of H bond—the
strong and the weak H bonds. Our study is based on Bol’s
waterlike model �12�, in which tetrahedral local order is con-
sidered, and the strength of all H bonds is assumed to be the
same. Bol’s model is able to predict some anomalies, such as
water maximal density �12�, high heat capacity, thermal ex-
pansivity with zero value, and isothermal compressibility
with a minimum. After the introduction of two types of
H-bond strength, our model not only inherits the advantages
of Bol’s model, but is also successful in explaining water
anomalies in the supercooled temperature region, which can-
not be observed in Bol’s model. We further find that the
exchange of strong and weak H bonds may be the key to the
anomalies of supercooled liquid water.

In Bol’s model, water molecules are represented as hard
spheres with four vectors assigned tetrahedrally in three-
dimensional space �Fig. 1�. We further assume that the H
bonds have two types of strength. Explicitly, we assume a
hard-sphere diameter �, two orientation-dependent well
depths �SHB,�WHB ���SHB�� ��WHB��, a well-width parameter
f , and the pair interaction

Uij�rij,�i,� j� = �
� , rij � � ,

− sgn�i�sgn�j��SHB, � � rij � f� & ��i� � �s & �� j� � �s,

− sgn�i�sgn�j��WHB, � � rij � f� & ��i� � �m & �� j� � �m & ���i� � �s � �� j� � �s� ,

0 otherwise,
� �1�

where rij is the intermolecular distance, � with molecular
index i or j is the angle between the line connecting the

centers of this pair of molecules and the nearest vector,
sgn�i� and sgn�j� are equal to +1 or −1, depending on the
sign associated with the vector involved, and the nearest vec-
tor is defined as the molecular vector with the smallest angle.
This interaction provides two types of attractive H bond.
Between a pair of molecules with ��rij � f� and opposite-*Corresponding author. fanghaiping@sinap.ac.cn
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sign nearest vectors, a strong H bond is established if these
two nearest vectors fall into the small-angle region ��i��s
and � j ��s�, and a weak bond is formed if both nearest vec-
tors fall into the preset-angle region �less than �m� and at
least one of them is outside that small-angle region �larger
than �s�. When �s=�m and �SHB=�WHB=�HB, our model re-
turns to Bol’s model.

Our model has six parameters. We set �=1, f =1.1, �m
=27°, and �HB=−1, consistent with Bol’s model �12�, and
�SHB=�HB=−1, �s=12°, and �WHB=−0.68. These last two
parameters characterize the relationship between strong and
weak H bonds, and in this study, they are about half of �m
and �SHB, respectively. Numerically, we find that other
choices close to those two values do not change the conclu-
sion. Additionally, all energies and temperatures will be re-
ported in reduced units, and normalized to the strength of the
optimal H bond, H*=H�HB

−1 and T*=kBT�HB
−1 . Similarly, all

distances are scaled by the length of an idealized hard-sphere
diameter, V*=V�−3, and P*V*= PV / ��HB�.

Monte Carlo �MC� simulations were performed in the
NPT ensemble �13�, Simulations were performed in a cubic
box with standard periodic boundary conditions for molecule
number N=300 at constant P*=0.3. After the first 107 MC
steps with random initial configurations, we collect data over
the next 107 MC steps. The ensemble averages use 40 inde-
pendent runs for each state point, and the errors are estimated
by calculating the variance with the block average �13�.

Both Bol’s and our model display maximal density occur-
ring at T*=0.145 in Bol’s model and 0.1225 in our model
�Fig. 2�a��. Bol’s model presents a relatively faint maximum,
and this maximum becomes very clear in our model. Also, an
inflection point of molar volume is observed at T

w
* 	0.108 in

our model, at which temperature the numbers of strong and
weak H bonds are equal �Fig. 3�b��.

Figure 2�b� shows the dependence of heat capacity �CP�
on temperature. Our model captures the main characteristic
of liquid water. An almost constant heat capacity holds at
high temperatures, and an anomalous maximum occurs at
T

w
*, which is consistent with the inflection-point temperature

of the molar volume. We note that CP of liquid water in-
creases sharply as the temperature decreases and reaches its

maximal value at T=Tp �Fig. 2�b��. The behavior of our pre-
diction for T*�T

w
* is consistent with the experimental obser-

vation for liquid water for T�Tp. In contrast, only a mono-
tonic increase of heat capacity is obtained from Bol’s model.

Liquid water presents its abnormal expansion below
4 °C. In our simulations, our model predicts a sharp valley

FIG. 1. Two water molecules with indices i and j separated by a
distance rij. Each molecule consists of a hard sphere with four
vectors pointing to the corners of a tetrahedron. A sign is associated
with each of the four vectors of the molecules, two positive and two
negative, representing two hydrogen atoms and the lone electronic
pair of the water molecule. �i and � j are the smallest of the four
angles between the vectors and the line connecting the centers of
the two relevant molecules i and j.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Temperature dependence of �a� molar
volume, �b� heat capacity, �c� thermal expansivity, and �d� isother-
mal compressibility. Simulation results �Bol’s model ��� and the
present model ���� use the left and bottom axes. Experimental re-
sults �liquid water ��� and tellurium ��� �2�� adopt the right and
top axes. The simulation data are shown as a function of T /T

MD
* ,

where T
MD
* was the temperature at the maximal density of the liquid

water �T
MD
* =0.1225 in our model and 0.145 in Bol’s model�, and

the temperature in the experimental results is normalized to the
melting points Tm of liquid water �Tm=0 °C� and tellurium
�449.5 °C�, respectively. CP0, 	0, and k0 are the relevant values at
Tm, and the volume is scaled to its value at the volume minimum
VTMD �density maximum�. Dashed green vertical lines correspond
to T

w
* 	0.108 and Tp=−38 °C.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Temperature dependence of the aver-
age H-bond numbers per molecule and �b� their derivatives together
with the derivative of molar volume. The green dashed vertical line
at T

w
* coincides with the critical temperature of these extrema as

shown in Fig. 2.
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of thermal expansivity �	� at T
w
* �Fig. 2�c��, the same tem-

perature as for the C
p
* maximum. This is consistent with the

experimental observation of the sharp decrease of 	 until Tp
in liquid water. But for Bol’s model, the change of 	

P
* is

rather slight. In addition, both models exhibit temperatures at
	

P
*=0 consistent with their temperatures at the density maxi-

mum �see Fig. 2�a��.
In Fig. 2�d�, we can observe a maximal value of the iso-

thermal compressibility �k� for both models. However, the
temperature of the maximal k* value, T*=0.11, in Bol’s
model is different from the temperature at the minimal 	*
value. In contrast, in the present model, the temperature of
the maximal k* value, T

w
*, is consistent with the critical tem-

perature for the sharp C
p
* peak and the 	* valley. We note

that, in liquid water, as the temperature decreases to Tp, there
is a sharp increase of isothermal compressibility, and the
critical temperature is the same as that of both the heat ca-
pacity and thermal expansivity. It is clear that the behavior of
our model for T*�T

w
* is quite consistent with the behavior

of liquid water for T�Tp. In addition, one observes k*

minima, at T*=0.16 in Bol’s model, T*=0.13 in our model,
consistent with the k* minimum at 
46.5 °C in liquid water
�at atmospheric pressure� �1�, all of which are larger than the
temperatures of the density maxima.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the aver-
age numbers of H bonds per molecule and their derivatives.
Bol’s model presents a smooth decrease of the average num-
bers of H bonds per molecule as temperature increases. In
contrast, one can see an initial increase of the number of
weak H bonds, NWHB, in the low-temperature region in the
present model, and then it levels off before decreasing. The
number of strong H bonds, NSHB, decreases monotonically as
the temperature increases. Remarkably, at the critical tem-
perature T

w
* for several anomalies, NSHB=NWHB; before it,

NWHB�NSHB and after it, NWHB�NSHB.
In Bol’s model, with increase of temperature, the number

of H bonds decreases, which suggests the occurrence of par-
tial collapse or more compact structures. The competition
between the opposing effects of increasing temperature,
structural collapse, and thermal expansion leads to some
anomalies of liquid water such as maximal density, thermal
expansivity with zero value, and isothermal compressibility
with a minimum. The present model inherits these advan-
tages of Bol’s model.

The introduction of strong and weak H bonds makes the
structural collapse more sensitive to the temperature, enhanc-
ing the ability for structural transformation. In particular, at
the temperature T

w
* where NWHB=NSHB, there exist peaks of

heat capacity and isothermal compressibility, and a dip of the
thermal expansivity. For T*�T

w
*, NWHB�NSHB suggests that

the model liquid is more structured and more low-density-
like �open structure�, while for T*�T

w
*, NWHB�NSHB indi-

cates that it is less structured and more high-density-like
�partially collapsed structure�. In Fig. 3�b�, we show the de-
rivatives of the numbers of H bonds per molecule in both
models. One can see a clear peak for the weak H bonds and
clear dips for the strong H bonds and the total number
NWHB+NSHB at T*=T

w
*. These extrema cause clear inflection

points of both strong and weak H bonds at T*=T
w
*. In a

word, the greatest exchange of strong and weak H bonds in
response to temperature change occurs at T*=T

w
*. Also, this

exchange suggests a close competition at T*=T
w
* between the

open and collapsed structures, which is quite consistent with
the experimental observations on confined water with com-
parable concentrations of these two types of local structure at
T	−48 °C �14�. The resulting local structural change brings
about a direct effect—the inflection point of molar volume
�Fig. 3�b��. Thus, it is the exchange of the strong and weak H
bonds, suggesting a dramatic change of the local structures,
that leads to the extrema of heat capacity, isothermal com-
pressibility, and thermal expansivity �i.e., the peaks and dips
in Fig. 2�, which is consistent with the experimental obser-
vations on liquid water at T�Tp. We note that the region
with lower temperature is experimentally unreachable and
there are no direct data for bulk water within this region
�1,2�.

Liquid tellurium has only one kind of atom, which has a
quite different structure from water. However, as seen in Fig.
2, the thermodynamic properties of liquid tellurium are sur-
prisingly similar to the predictions from the present model at
low temperatures. Recently, the structure of liquid tellurium
was characterized by interactions with two possible length
scales, that is, the Te-Te covalent bond and a second, longer-
distance interaction �2�. The observations imply that a two-
level interaction may be the key to understanding liquid wa-
ter at a low temperature. Our observation may present a
direct understanding of the hydrogen bond structure in liquid
water.

To summarize, we have developed a simplified model of
liquid water by introducing strong and weak H bonds in
Bol’s waterlike model. Remarkably, by introduction of
strong and weak H bonds, the present model greatly im-
proves Bol’s predictions on the behavior of liquid water at
low temperature. The predicted existence of the extrema of
heat capacity, isothermal compressibility, and thermal expan-
sivity at the same critical temperature T

w
* are consistent with

the available experimental data on liquid water �14�. The
success of the present model lies in the exchange of the
strong and weak H bonds. As the temperature changes, one
observes inflection points of both the numbers of strong and
weak H bonds and of all H bonds at the critical temperature
T

w
*.

The strong and weak H bonds defined here could be dif-
ferent from those described by Nilsson et al. �9�. Conven-
tionally, the strengths of H bonds are distributed continu-
ously depending on the orientation and distance between a
pair of water molecules. From a coarse-grained perspective,
the H bonds can be approximated through potentials of con-
stant strength for a first-step approximation, like Bol’s
model, two-strength potentials, like our model, and more
complex potentials. The success of our model shows that
two-strength H bonding is capable of capturing the primary
characteristics of liquid water.
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APPENDIX: SIMULATION DETAILS AND
CALCULATIONS OF THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES

In the NPT-ensemble Monte Carlo simulations �13�, an
aggregation-volume-bias �AVB� algorithm �AVBMC2 in the
original paper� �15� and configurational-bias �CB� method
�15� with multiple orientations were applied to circumvent
difficulties in getting away from bottlenecks or traps in phase
space caused by the presence of “bonded” configurations,
especially down to the temperature of supercooled water.
Verlet neighbor lists �16� were used to speed up search pairs.

At each successive step, four types of MC movement
were performed with a random sequence according to the
relevant frequencies. The random sequence includes ran-
domly visiting twice each of N particles for �i� translational
and rotational movements and �ii� translational and rotational

movements with CB multiple orientations, �iii� visiting N

10% particles for AVB movements with CB multiple ori-
entations, and �iv� performing volume rescaling once. At
each MC step, the frequencies of each type of movement are
kept and all elements of this sequence are reshuffled ran-
domly. The maximum displacement and size of volume in-
terchange were adjusted to give about 50% acceptance for
trial movements, and for the configurational-bias method, the
number of multiple orientations was set to 5.

Mechanical averages such as the enthalpy �H*� and vol-
ume �V*� are computed in the standard way, as the average
of those quantities over the course of the simulation. The
heat capacity C

p
*, the isothermal compressibility 	*, and the

thermal expansion coefficient k* are computed from the fluc-
tuations:

C
p
* = Cp/kB = ��H*2� − �H*�2�/NT*2,

	* = ��V*H*� − �V*��H*��/�T*2�V*�� ,

k* = ��V*2� − �V*�2�/�T*�V*�� .
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